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Abstract
This paper considers two completion problems on block matrices with maximal and mini-
mal ranks: Let A D .Aij / be an n  n block matrix, where Aij .n > i > j > 1/ is given, and
Aij .1 6 i < j 6 n/ is a variant block entry. Then determine all these variant block entries
such that A D .Aij / has maximal and minimal possible ranks, respectively. By making use
of the theory of generalized inverses of matrices, we present complete solutions to these two
problems. As applications, we also determine maximal and minimal ranks of the matrix ex-
pression A − BXC when X is a variant triangular block matrix, and then present a necessary
and sufficient condition for the matrix equation BXC D A to have a triangular block solution.
© 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Suppose that An is a given lower triangular block matrix and Xn is an arbitrary
upper triangular block matrix
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where Aij .n > i > j > 1/ is a given si  tj matrix, Xij .1 6 i < j 6 n/ is a vari-
ant si  tj matrix. Further let S.Xn/ be the collection of all matrices Xn in (1.1). In
this paper, we consider how to choose Xn 2 S.Xn/ such that
r.An C Xn/ D
0
BBBB@
A11 X12    X1n
A21 A22
.
.
.
:::
:::
:::
.
.
. Xn−1;n
An1 An2    Ann
1
CCCCA D max; (1.2)
and
r.An C Xn/ D
0
BBBB@
A11 X12    X1n
A21 A22
.
.
.
:::
:::
:::
.
.
. Xn−1;n
An1 An2    Ann
1
CCCCA D min; (1.3)
hold, respectively.
These two problems are well-known in matrix theory as maximal and minimal
rank completion problems, which have been previously examined by numerous au-
thors from different aspects (see, e.g., [2,4,6,7,14,15]). In this paper, we wish to give
a new investigation to the two problems by making use of the theory of generalized
inverses of matrices.
Throughout, all our matrices will be over an arbitrary fieldF. For a matrix A over
F, let AT denote its transpose; A− denote a generalized inverse (g-inverse) of A, that
is, a solution G of the matrix equation AGA D AI r.A/ denote the rank of A; R.A/
denote the range (column space) of A. The symbols EA and FA stand for the two
projectors EA D I − AA− and FA D I − A−A induced by A. The matrices I and 0,
respectively, denote identity and zero matrices of whatever sizes are appropriate to
the context.
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The key tool used in the paper is a group of well-known rank formulas by Marsa-
glia and Styan [9].
Lemma 1.1 T9U. Let A, B, C, and D be m  n; m  k; l  n and l  k matrices,
respectively. Then
r.A;B/ D r.A/ C r.B − AA−B/; (1.4)
r

A
C

D r.A/ C r.C − CA−A/; (1.5)
r

A B
C D

D r

A
C

C r.A;B/ − r.A/ C rTEG.D − CA−B/FH U; (1.6)
where G D CFA and H D EAB.
Lemma 1.2. Suppose that
M.X12/ D

A11 X12
A21 A22

(1.7)
is a 2  2 block matrix, where A11; A21 and A22 are three given s1  t1; s2  t1 and
s2  t2 matrices, respectively, and X12 is a variant s1  t2 matrix. Then:
(a) The maximal rank of M.X12/ with respect to X12 is
max
X12
rTM.X12/U D min

r

A11
A21

C t2; r.A21; A22/ C s1

; (1.8)
and the matrix X12 satisfying (1.8) can be expressed as
X12 D OX12 C A11A−21A22 C A11FA21V C WEA21A22; (1.9)
where V and W are two arbitrary matrices, OX12 is chosen such that
r.EG OX12FH /Dminfr.EG/; r.FH /g
Dmin

s1 C r.A21/ − r

A11
A21

; t2 C r.A21/ − r.A21; A22/

;
where G D A11FA21 and H D EA21A22.
(b) The minimal rank of M.X12/ with respect to X12 is
min
X12
rTM.X12/U D r

A11
A21

C r.A21; A22/ − r.A21/; (1.10)
and the matrix X12 satisfying (1.10) is exactly the general solution of the consistent
linear matrix equation EG.X12 − A11A−21A22/FH D 0; which can be written as
X12 D A11A−21A22 C A11FA21V C WEA21A22; (1.11)
where V and W are two arbitrary matrices.
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(c) The matrix X12 satisfying (1.10) is unique if and only if
r

A11
A21

D r.A21; A22/ D r.A21/:
In that case, the unique matrix is X12 D A11A−21A22.
(d) The rank of M.X12/ is invariant with respect to the choice of X12; if and only
if
r.A11/ D s1 and R.AT11/ \ R.AT21/ D f0g; (1.12)
or
r.A22/ D t2 and R.A21/ \ R.A22/ D f0g: (1.13)
Proof. Applying (1.6) to M.X12/ in (1.7), we obtain
rTM.X12/U D r

A11 X12
A21 A22

D r

A11
A21

C r.A21; A22/ − r.A21/
C rTEG.X12 − A11A−21A22/FH U; (1.14)
where G D A11FA21 and H D EA21A22. Thus the maximal and the minimal ranks
of M.X12/ with respect to X12 are, in fact, determined by the term EG.X12 −
A11A
−
21A22/FH . It is quite easy to see that
max rTEG.X12 − A11A−21A22/FH U D minfr.EG/; r.FH /g; (1.15)
and the matrix X12 is given by (1.9);
min rTEG.X12 − A11A−21A22/FH U D 0; (1.16)
and the matrix X12 is given by (1.11). Putting (1.15) and (1.16) in (1.14) produces
(1.8) and (1.10). The result in part (c) is direct consequence of part (b). The invari-
ance of the rank of M.X12/ with respect to X12 is equivalent to the fact that (1.8)
and (1.10) are equal, that is,
r

A11
A21

D r.A21/ C s1 or r.A21; A22/ D r.A21/ C t2:
Finally applying (1.5) to both of them leads to (1.12) and (1.13). 
Notice that M.X12/ is the simplest case of An C Xn in (1.1) corresponding to
n D 2. Thus, Lemma 2 presents, in fact, a complete solution to the two problems in
(1.2) and (1.3) when n D 2. Our work in the following two sections is actually to
extend the results in Lemma 1.2 to n  n case.
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2. The maximal rank completion of An C Xn
For convenience of representation, we adopt the following notations for the block
matrices in (1.1):
Pi D .Ai1; Ai2; : : : ; Ai;i−1/; i D 2; 3; : : : ; n; (2.1)
Mi D .Ai1; Ai2; : : : ; Aii/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n; (2.2)
Ai D
0
B@
A11
:::
.
.
.
Ai1    Aii
1
CA ; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n; (2.3)
Qij D
0
B@
Ai1    Aij
:::
:::
An1    Anj
1
CA ; 1 6 i 6 j 6 n; (2.4)
Ni D
0
BBB@
Aii
AiC1;i
:::
Ani
1
CCCA ; Yi D
0
BBB@
X1i
X2i
:::
Xi−1;i
1
CCCA ; i D 2; 3; : : : ; n; (2.5)
Xi D
0
BBBB@
0 X12    X1i
0
.
.
.
:::
.
.
. Xi−1;i
0
1
CCCCA ; i D 2; 3; : : : ; n − 1: (2.6)
From (2.4) and (2.5) we see that
.QiC1;i ; NiC1/ D QiC1;iC1; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1: (2.7)
Besides, we use
Si D fX1;iC1;X2;iC2; : : : ; Xn−i;ng; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1
to denote the set of the n − i variant block entries in the ith upper block subdiagonal
of Xn in (1.1).
Theorem 2.1. Let An C Xn be given by .1:2/. Then the maximal rank of An C Xn
subject to Xn 2 S.Xn/ is
max
Xn2S.Xn/
r.An C Xn/
D minfr.Q11/ C .s − k1/ C .t − l1/; r.Q22/ C .s − k2/
C .t − l2/; : : : ; r.Qnn/ C .s − kn/ C .t − ln/g; (2.8)
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where s and t are the row number and column number of An C Xn; respectively,
ki D PnjDi sj and li D PijD1 tj are the row number and column number of Qii .i D
1; 2; : : : ; n/ in .2:4/; respectively.
Proof. By induction on n. When n D 2, An C Xn in (1.2) has the same form as
M.X12/ in Lemma 1.2, and the result in (1.8) is exactly the result in (2.8) when
n D 2. Hence (2.8) is true for n D 2. Now suppose that (2.8) is true forAn−1 C Xn−1.
Then, we consider n. According to (2.1)–(2.6), An C Xn in (1.2) can be partitioned
as
An C Xn D

An−1 C Xn−1 Yn
Qn;n−1 Nn

:
In that case, the maximal rank of An C Xn subject to Xn 2 S.Xn/ can be calculated
by the following two steps:
max
Xn2S.Xn/
r.An C Xn/ D max
Xn−12S.Xn−1/
max
Yn
r.An C Xn/: (2.9)
Applying (1.8), we first find that
max
Yn
r.An C Xn/
D max
Yn
r

An−1 C Xn−1 Yn
Qn;n−1 Nn

D min

r

An−1 C Xn−1
Qn;n−1

C tn; r.Qnn/ C .s − kn/

; (2.10)
and the matrix Yn satisfying (2.10) can be written as
Yn D OYn C .An−1 C Xn−1/Q−n;n−1Nn C GVn C WnH;
where Vn and Wn are two arbitrary matrices,
G D .An−1 C Xn−1/FQn;n−1; H D EQn;n−1Nn;
and OYn is chosen such that
r.EG OYnFH / D minfr.EG/; r.FH /g:
The next step for continuing (2.9) is to find the maximal rank of the block matrix in
(2.10) subject to Xn−1. Observe that

An−1 C Xn−1
Qn;n−1

D
0
BBBB@
A11 X12    X1;n−1
A21 A22
.
.
.
:::
:::
:::
.
.
. Xn−2;n−1
B1 B2    Bn−1
1
CCCCA ; (2.11)
where
Bi D

An−1;i
Ani

; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1:
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Hence (2.11) is, in fact, a new .n − 1/  .n − 1/ block matrix with the same form as
An−1 C Xn−1 in (1.2). Thus by hypothesis of induction, we know that
max
Xn−12S.Xn−1/
r

An−1 C Xn−1
Qn;n−1

D minfr.Q11/ C .Nt − l1/; r.Q22/ C .s − k2/
C .Nt − l2/; : : : ; r.Qn−1;n−1/ C .s − kn−1/g;
where Nt D Pn−1iD1 ti . Substituting it into (2.10) yields
max
Xn2S.Xn/
r.An C Xn/
D minfr.Q11/ C .Nt − l1/ C tn; r.Q22/C.s−k2/
C .Nt − l2/ C tn; : : : ; r.Qn−1;n−1/ C .s − kn−1/Ctn; r.Qnn/C.s−kn/g:
Note that t D Nt C tn; s − k1 D 0 and t − ln D 0, thus the above result is exactly the
formula in (2.8). 
From the proof of Theorem 2.1 we can also conclude a group of formulas for
calculating the column block matrices Y2; Y3; : : : ; Yn in the matrix Xn satisfying
(2.8).
Theorem 2.2. The general expressions of the column block entries Y2; Y3; : : : ; Yn
in the matrix Xn satisfying .2:8/ can be written in the inductive formulas
Y2 D OY2 C A11Q−21N2 C G2V2 C W2H2; (2.12)
Yi D OYi C .Ai−1 C Xi−1/Q−i;i−1Ni C GiVi C WiHi; i D 3; : : : ; n; (2.13)
where
Ai−1 C Xi−1 D

Ai−2 C Xi−2 Yi−1
Pi−1 Ai−1;i−1

; i D 3; : : : ; n;
V2; V3; : : : ; Vn;W2;W3; : : : ;Wn are arbitrary matrices;
G2 D A11FQ21; H2 D EQ21N2
and
Gi D .Ai−1 C Xi−1/FQi;i−1 ; Hi D EQi;i−1Ni; i D 3; : : : ; n;
meanwhile OY2; OY3; : : : ; OYn are chosen such that
r.EGi
OYiFHi / D minfr.EGi /; r.FHi /g; i D 2; 3; : : : ; n:
Substituting (2.12) and (2.13) into the matrix Xn in (1.2) will produce a general
expression for the maximal rank completion of An C Xn in (1.2).
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On the basis of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we are able to consider the nonsingularity
of An C Xn in (1.2) when it is a square block matrix.
Corollary 2.3. Suppose that An C Xn in .1:2/ is a square block matrix of size t  t .
Then, there exists an Xn 2 S.Xn/; such that An C Xn in .1:2/ in nonsingular, if and
only if the block matrices Q11;Q22; : : : ;Qnn in An satisfy
r.Q11/ D l1;
r.Q22/ > k2 C l2 − t; : : : ; r.Qn−1;n−1/ > kn−1 C ln−1 − t;
r.Qnn/ D kn;
where ki and li are, respectively, the row number and the column number of Qii
.i D 1; 2; : : : ; n/. In that case, the column block matrices Y2; Y3; : : : ; Yn in the ma-
trix Xn such that An C Xn is nonsingular are also given by .2:12/ and .2:13/.
If the matrix An in (1.1) satisfies some additional conditions, the results in Theo-
rems 2.1 and 2.2 can highly be simplified. In particular, when An in (1.1) is a diagonal
block matrix, we have the following simple result.
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that An in .1:1/ is a diagonal block matrix, i.e., Aij D
0 .i > j/ in .1:1/. Then
max
Xn2S.Xn/
r.An C Xn/
D minfr.A11/ C .s − k1/ C .t − l1/; r.A22/ C .s − k2/
C .t − l2/; : : : ; r.Ann/ C .s − kn/ C .t − ln/g; (2.14)
where ki and li .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n/ are as in .2:8/. The column block entries
Y2; Y3; : : : ; Yn in the matrix Xn satisfying .2:14/ are given by the inductive formulas
Y2 D OY2 C A11V2 C W2A22;
Yi D OYi C .Ai−1 C Xi−1/Vi C WiAii ; i D 3; : : : ; n;
where
Ai−1 C Xi−1 D

Ai−2 C Xi−2 Yi−1
0 Ai−1;i−1

; i D 3; : : : ; n;
the matrices V2; V3; : : : ; Vn; W2;W3; : : : ;Wn are arbitrary, and OY2; OY3; : : : ; OYn in
them satisfy
r.EA11
OY2FA22/ D minfr.EA11/; r.FA22/g;
r.EGi
OYiFAii / D minfr.EGi /; r.FAii /g; i D 3; : : : ; n;
where Gi D Ai−1 C Xi−1; i D 3; : : : ; n.
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As a twin problem to maximal rank completion of block matrices, there is a so-
called “completing a matrix and its inverse” problem. Some particular forms for
2  2 block matrices have been well examined, such as,
A11 A12
A21 ?
−1
D

? ?
? B22

;

A11 A12
A21 ?
−1
D

B11 ?
? ?

;
and 
A11 ?
? ?
−1
D

? ?
? B22

;

A11 ?
? A22
−1
D

? B12
B21 ?

;
(see, e.g., [1,5,16]). As an extension of these probelms to n  n block case, we can
propose an inverse completion problem for the block matrix An C Xn in (1.2) as
follows.
Problem 2.5. Supose that An C Xn in (1.2) is a square block matrix. Again suppose
that Bij .n > i > j > 1/ is a given ti  sj matrix. Then find Xn 2 S.Xn/ such that
.An C Xn/−1 D
0
BBB@
     
B21     
:::
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
Bn1    Bn;n−1 
1
CCCA D Bn C Yn: (2.15)
On the basis of Corollary 2.3, as well as the results in [13,16], it is not difficult to
find the complete solution of (2.15). But we do not intend to consider this problem
in this paper.
3. The minimal rank completion of An C Xn
From the results in Lemma 1.2(b), we see that the variant entry X12 such that
M.X12/ has its minimal rank is, in fact, the general solution of a consistent linear
matrix equation constructed by the given matrices A11; A21 and A22 in A2. It is not
difficult to find by repeatedly using Lemma 1.2(b) that the column block entries
Y2; Y3; : : : ; Yn in the minimal rank completion of An C Xn are also the general so-
lutions of n − 1 consistent linear matrix equations constructed by the given block
entries in An.
Theorem 3.1. Let An C Xn be given by .1:3/. Then
.a/ [14] The minimal rank of An C Xn subject to Xn 2 S.Xn/ is
min
Xn2S.Xn/
r.An C Xn/ D
nX
iD1
r.Gii/ −
n−1X
iD1
r.QiC1;i /: (3.1)
.b/ The general expressions of the column block entries Y2; Y3; : : : ; Yn in the matrix
Xn satisfying (3.1) can be calculated by the inductive formulas
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Y2 D A11Q−21N2 C A11FQ21V2 C W2EQ21N2; (3.2)
Yi D .Ai−1 C Xi−1/Q−i;i−1Ni C GiVi C WiHi; i D 3; : : : ; n; (3.3)
where
Ai−1 C Xi−1 D

Ai−2 C Xi−2 Yi−1
Pi−1 Ai−1;i−1

; i D 3; : : : ; n;
V2; V3; : : : ; Vn; W2;W3; : : : ;Wn are arbitrary matrices, and
Gi D .Ai−1 C Xi−1/FQi;i−1 ; Hi D EQi;i−1Ni; i D 3; : : : ; n:
Proof. According to the structure of Xn in (1.1) we determine the minimal rank
completion of An C Xn by the following n − 1 steps
min
Xn2S.Xn/
r.An C Xn/ D min
Y2
min
Y3
   min
Yn
r.An C Xn/: (3.4)
Applying Lemma 1.2(b) we first find that
min
Yn
r.An C Xn/Dmin
Yn
r

An−1 C Xn−1 Yn
Qn;n−1 Nn

Dr.Qn;n−1;Nn/ − r.Qn;n−1/ C r

An−1 C Xn−1
Qn;n−1

Dr.Qnn/ − r.Qn;n−1/ C r

An−1 C Xn−1
Qn;n−1;

(3.5)
and the column block matrix Yn satisfying (3.5) is
Yn D .An−1 C Xn−1/Q−n;n−1Nn C GnVn C WnHn; (3.6)
where
Gn D .An−1 C Xn−1/FQn;n−1Nn; Hn D EQn;n−1Nn;
Vn and Wn are two arbitrary matrices. Clearly (3.6) is exactly the result in (3.3) when
i D n. Observe that
An−1 C Xn−1
Qn;n−1

D

An−2 C Xn−2 Yn−1
Qn−1;n−2 Nn−1

:
Thus we find by Lemma 1.2(b) that
min
Yn−1
r

An−1 C Xn−1
Qn;n−1

D r.Qn−1;n−1/ − r.Qn−1;n−2/ C r

An−2 C Xn−2
Qn−1;n−2

; (3.7)
and Yn−1 satisfying (3.7) is
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Yn−1 D .An−2 C Xn−2/Q−n−1;n−2Nn−1 C Gn−1Vn−1 C Wn−1Hn−1; (3.8)
where
Gn−1 D .An−2 C Xn−2/FQn−1;n−2; Hn−1 D EQn−1;n−2Nn−1;
Vn−1, and Wn−1 are two arbitrary matrices. Clearly (3.8) is exactly the result in (3.3)
when i D n − 1. By the same method, we can derive a group of inductive formulas
as follows
min
Yi
r

Ai C Xi
QiC1;i

D r.Qii/ − r.Qi;i−1/ C r

Ai−1 C Xi−1
Qi;i−1

; i D n − 1; : : : ; 3;
and
min
Y2
r

A2 C X2
Q32

D r.Q11/ C r.Q22/ − r.Q21/:
The general expressions of Y2; Y3; : : : ; Yn satisfying the above group of equalities
are given in (3.2) and (3.3). Finally substituting the above n − 1 equalities into (3.5)
results in (3.1). 
A particular concern for the problem (1.3) is the uniqueness of Xn satisfying (1.3),
which was well examined in [4,14,15].
Corollary 3.2. Let An C Xn be given by .1:2/.
.a/ [14] The matrix Xn satisfying (3.1) is unique, that is, the matrix An C Xn has a
unique minimal rank completion, if and only if
r.Qii/ D r.QiC1;i/ D r.QiC1;iC1/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1; (3.9)
In that case, the minimal rank of An C Xn subject to Xn 2 S.Xn/ is
min
Xn2S.Xn/
r.An C Xn/ D r.Q11/: (3.10)
.b/ Under the conditions in .3:9/; the column block entries Y2; Y3; : : : ; Yn in the
unique minimal rank completion of An C Xn are given by the group of inductive
formulas
Y2 D A11Q−21N2; Yi D .Ai−1 C Xi−1/Q−i;i−1Ni; i D 3; : : : ; n;
where
Ai−1 C Xi−1 D

Ai−2 C Xi−2 Yi−1
Pi−1 Ai−1;i−1

; i D 3; : : : ; n:
Proof. Follows directly from (3.2) and (3.3). 
In general cases, the maximal rank and the minimal rank of An C Xn subject
to Xn 2 S.Xn/ are different. If they are equal, it implies that the rank of An C Xn
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is invariant for any choice of Xn 2 S.Xn/. The combination of Theorem 2.1 with
Theorem 3.1 yields the following result.
Corollary 3.3. Let An C Xn be given by .1:2/. Then, the rank of An C Xn is invari-
ant with respect to the choice of Xn 2 S.Xn/; if and only if
nX
iD1
r.Qii/ −
n−1X
iD1
r.QiC1;i/
D minfr.Q11/ C .s − k1/ C .t − l1/; r.Q22/ C .s − k2/
C .t − l2/; : : : ; r.Qnn/ C .s − kn/ C .t − ln/g: (3.11)
where s and t are the row and the column numbers of An C Xn; respectively, ki
and li are the row and the column numbers of Qii .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n/; respectively.
In that case, any sum of An C Xn can be regarded as a maximal or a minimal rank
completion of the traingular block matrix An.
The rank equality (3.11) can be written as some explicit equivalent expressions.
When n D 2, the rank equality in (3.11) is Lemma 1.2(d). We next present a equiva-
lent statement for (3.11) when n D 3. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 1.2(d)
and is, therefore, omitted.
Corollary 3.4. Suppose that A3 C X3 is a 3  3 block matrix as follows
A3 C X3 D
0
@A11 X12 X13A21 A22 X23
A31 A32 A33
1
A : (3.12)
Then, the rank of A3 C X3 is invariant with respect to the choice of X12;X13 and
X23; if and only if one of the following three groups of conditions is satisfied:
.a/ A11 and .A21; A22/ have full row ranks, respectively, and
R.AT11/ \ R.AT21; AT31/ D f0g; R
 
AT21
AT22
!
\ R
 
AT31
AT32
!
D f0g:
.b/ A11 has full row rank, A33 has full column rank, and
R.AT11/ \ R.AT21; AT31/ D f0g; R.A31; A32/ \ R.A33/ D f0g:
.c/ A33 and .A22; A32/T have full column ranks, respectively, and
R

A21
A31

\ R

A22
A32

D f0g; R.A31; A32/ \ R.A33/ D f0g:
Remark 3.5. Besides the partitioning method for Xn shown in (2.5) and (2.6), we
can also inductively partition Xn in (1.2) into
Xn D

0 Z1
0 Xn−1

; : : : ; X3 D

0 Zn−2
0 X2

; X2 D

0 Xn−1;n
0 0

;
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where Zi D .Xi;iC1;Xi;iC2; : : : ; Xin/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n − 1. In the same method for
deducing the results in Sections 2 and 3, we can also find general expressions of the
row block matrices Z1; Z2; : : : ; Zn−1 to the two problems in (1.2) and (1.3). The
corresponding results are much analogous to those in Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, and are,
therefore, omitted here.
In addition to the two methods used or mentioned above, another method available
for constructing maximal and minimal rank completions of An C Xn in (1.2) and
(1.3) is inductively calculating the block entries in each upper block subdiagonal
of Xn. We next illustrate this method by constructing maximal and minimal rank
completions of A3 C X3 in (3.12).
According to Lemma 1.2(a) and (b), the maximal and the minimal ranks of A3 C
X3 in (3.12) with respect to X13, respectively, are
max
X13
r.A3 C X3/ D min

r

A11 X12
Q21 N2

C t3; r

M2 X23
Q32 A33

C s1

;
(3.13)
and
min
X13
r.A3 C X3/ D r

A11 X12
Q21 N2

C r

M2 X23
Q32 A33

− r.Q22/: (3.14)
The general expressions of X13 satisfying (3.13) and (3.14) can respectively be de-
rived from (1.9) and (1.11). Observe that the variant entries X12 and X23 occur in
two independent block matrices in (3.13) and (3.14). Applying Lemma 1.2(a) and
(b) to the block matrices in (3.13) and (3.14), we easily obtain
max
X32S.X3/
r.A3 C X3/
D min

max
X12
r

A11 X12
Q21 N2

C t3; max
X23
r

M2 X23
Q32 A33

C s1

D minfr.Q11/ C t2 C t3; r.Q22/ C s1 C t3; r.Q33/ C s1 C s2g;
and
min
X32S.X3/
r.A3 C X3/Dmin
X21
r

A11 X12
Q21 N2

C min
X23
r

M2 X23
Q32 A33

− r.Q22/
Dr.Q11/ C r.Q22/ C r.Q33/ − r.Q21/ − r.Q32/:
The matrices X12 and X23 satisfying the above two equalities can respectively be
derived from (1.9) and (1.11). Clearly the above two equalities are exactly (2.8) and
(3.1) when n D 3 in them.
It is easy to conclude from the above example that the two completion problems
can also be constructed by inductively calculating the block entries in the upper block
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subdiagonals in Xn. Speaking precisely, the first step of this work is to find the n − 1
block entires in the set S1 D fX21;X23; : : : ; Xn−1;ng of Xn such that
r

M1 X12
Q21 N2

D max;
r

M2 X23
Q32 N3

D max; : : : ; r

Mn−1 Xn−1;n
Qn;n−1 Nn

D max;
and
r

M1 X12
Q21 N2

D min;
r

M2 X23
Q32 N3

D min; : : : ; r

Mn−1 Xn−1;n
Qn;n−1 Nn

D min
hold, respectively, where Mi , Qi;i−1 and Ni are defined in (2.1)–(2.5). The second
step is to substitute the n − 1 given block entries in S1 into An C Xn and then to
determine the n − 2 block entries in the set S2 D fX13;X24; : : : ; Xn−2;ng of Xn such
that
r
 X13
 

D max;
r
 X24
 

D max; : : : ; r
 Xn−2;n
 

D max
and
r
 X13
 

D min;
r
 X24
 

D min; : : : ; r
 Xn−2;n
 

D min
hold, respectively, where Xij
 

denotes the submatrix in An C Xn as follows
 Xij
 

D
0
B@
Ai1    Xij
:::
:::
An1    ; Anj
1
CA ; 1 6 i < j 6 n:
Next, substituting the n − 2 given block matrices in S2 into An C Xn and repeat-
ing the analogous calculations produces inductively the block entries in the 3rd,
4th; : : : ; .n − 1/th upper block subdiagonals in Xn. Finally substituting all the given
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entries in the n − 1 upper block subdiagonals of Xn into An C Xn yields maximal
and minimal rank completions of An C Xn, respectively.
Summing up all the results and discussion given in Sections 2 and 3, we see
that there are three kinds of general methods available for constructing maximal and
minimal rank completions of a triangular block matrix:
(i) Calculating inductively the unspecified column block entries Y2; Y3; : : : ; Yn in
An C Xn.
(ii) Calculating inductively the unspecified row block entries Z1; Z2; : : : ; Zn−1 in
An C Xn.
(iii) Calculating inductively the unspecified upper block subdiagonal entries in An C
Xn.
4. Maximal and minimal ranks of A − BXC when X is a triangular block
matrix
Let A − BXC be a matrix expression over an arbitrary field F, and suppose X
is a variant p  p upper triangular block matrix. In that case, A − BXC can also be
written as
A − BXC D A − .B1; B2; : : : ; Bp/

0
BBB@
X11 X12    X1p
X22    X2p
.
.
.
:::
Xpp
1
CCCA
0
BBB@
C1
C2
:::
Cp
1
CCCA ; (4.1)
where
A 2Fmn; B 2Fmk; C 2Fln; Bi 2Fmki ;
Ci 2Flin; Xij 2Fkilj .1 6 i 6 j 6 n/:
In this section, we consider how to determine maximal and minimal ranks of the
matrix expression (4.1) with respect to all variant blocks Xij . This work is motivated
by some earlier work on triangular block solutions of matrix equations, and triangular
block generalized inverses of matrices (see, e.g., [10,11]).
It is easy to verify that the rank of A − BXC can be expressed as the rank of a
block matrix as follows
r.A − BXC/ D r
0
@ 0 Ik XC 0 Il
−A B 0
1
A− k − l:
Putting (4.1) in it, we get
r.A − BXC/
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D r
0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 Ik1 0    0 X11 X12    X1p
0 0 Ik2    0 0 X22    X2p
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
0 0 0    Ikp 0 0    Xpp
C1 0 0    0 Il1 0    0
C2 0 0    0 0 Il2    0
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
Cp 0 0    0 0 0    Ilp
−A B1 B2    Bp 0 0    0
1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
− k − l
D r
0
BBBBB@
G11 X11 X12    X1p
G21 G22 X22    X2p
:::
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
Gp1 Gp2 Gp3    Xpp
GpC1;1 GpC1;2 GpC1;3    GpC1;pC1
1
CCCCCA− k − l: (4.2)
This equality shows that maximal and minimal ranks of A − BXC in (4.1) can
completely be determined by those of the block matrix in (4.2). Applying (2.8) and
(3.1) to the block matrix in (4.2) and then simplifying, we obtain the following.
Theorem 4.1. Let A − BXC be given by .4:1/; and let
OBi D .B1; : : : ; Bi/; OCi D
0
B@
Ci
:::
Cp
1
CA ; i D 1; 2; : : : ; p:
Then
max
Xij
r.A − BXC/
D min

r

A
OC1

; r

A OB1
OC2 0

; : : : ; r

A OBp−1
OCp 0

; r.A; OBp/

; (4.3)
and
min
Xij
r.A − BXC/
D r

A
OC1

C r

A OB1
OC2 0

C    C r

A OBp−1
OCp 0

C r.A; OBp/ − r

A OB1
OC1 0

−    − r

A OBp
OCp 0

: (4.4)
In particular, the upper triangular block matrix X satisfying .4:4/ is unique if and
only if
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r.Gii/ D r.GiC1;i/ D r.GiC1;iC1/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; p; (4.5)
where Gij is defined in .4:2/.
For simplicity, the steps for presenting (4.3) and (4.4) are omitted. Furthermore,
the upper triangular block matrix X satisfying (4.3) and (4.4) can respectively, be
determined by the three general methods presented in Sections 2 and 3. We also
omit them here for simplicity.
Two direct consequences of the formula (4.4) are given below.
Corollary 4.2. The matrix equation
.B1; B2; : : : ; Bp/
0
BBB@
X11 X12    X1p
X22    X2p
.
.
.
:::
Xpp
1
CCCA
0
BBB@
C1
C2
:::
Cp
1
CCCA D A (4.6)
is consistent if and only if R.A/  R.B/;R.AT/  R.CT/; and
r
0
BBB@
A B1    Bi
CiC1 0    0
::: 0
:::
Cp 0    0
1
CCCA
D r
0
B@
CiC1
:::
Cp
1
CAC r.B1; : : : ; Bi/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; p − 1: (4.7)
Proof. Let the right-hand side of (4.4) be zero and then simplify to yield the desired
result. 
The general expressions of Xij satisfying (4.6) can also be determined by the
general method presented in Section 3.
It is well known that a generalized inverse of a matrix A is a solution to the matrix
equation AXA D A. Thus, applying Corollary 4.2 to the equation AXA D A, we
obtain the following.
Corollary 4.3. Let
A D
0
BBB@
A11 A12    A1p
A21 A22    A2p
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
Ap1 Ap2    App
1
CCCA : (4.8)
Then, A has a generalized inverse with the upper triangular block form
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A− D
0
BBB@
S11 S12    S1p
S22    S2p
.
.
.
:::
Spp
1
CCCA (4.9)
if and only if
r.A/ D r.Q1i / C r.QiC1;p/ − r.QiC1;i/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; p − 1; (4.10)
where
Qij D
0
B@
Ai1    Aij
:::
.
.
.
:::
Ap1    Apj
1
CA 2Fsitj ; 1 6 i; j 6 p:
In particular, an upper triangular block matrix
A D
0
BBB@
A11 A12    A1p
A22    A2p
.
.
.
:::
App
1
CCCA
has an upper triangular block generalized inverse of the form .4:9/; if and only if
r.A/ D r. OAii/ C r. QAii/; i D 1; 2; : : : ; p − 1:
where
OAii D
0
B@
A11    A1i
.
.
.
:::
Aii
1
CA ; QAii D
0
B@
AiC1;iC1    AiC1;p
.
.
.
:::
App
1
CA :
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